Our Products

At Remo Racing, we produce and source the VERY BEST karting products from both within
Australia and around the world. We are Australia's largest Kart equipment importer and
exclusive distributors of many of the BIGGEST and most respected names in karting today.
If your looking for equipment that performs
If your looking for quality that lasts
If your looking for products that do work
Then look no further. Remo Racing has all the products you can trust to fulfil your needs,
because we only supply the BEST karting products to our customers.
"I put my reputation on it" Remo Luciani

Here is a quick rundown of some of the products you can get from the wide-dealer network
Remo Racing has across Australia and New Zealand. Dealer Network
Remo Racing is the home of the MONACO GP KART. The Monaco range of karts are available
through our wide-dealer network in every state in Australia and also available in New Zealand.
click here for Monaco kart distributors
We are the exclusive Australian importers of the following products,
-

Kosmic Karts
FA (Fernando Alonso) Karts
Tecno Karts
IAME Parilla Engines
IBEA Carburettors
KG Products
Lucky Design Products
OTK
MG Tyres
Motul Lubricants
RK Chain
Talon Sprockets

Remo Racing is also the distributer for Yamaha engines and parts for Yamaha Motors in
Australia
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Remo Racing are the Australian importers of the world renowned Lucky Design Products which
include Helmet Design, Kart Graphics Kits and Apparel. Remo is very enthusiastic about the
Lucky Design brand saying, "Lucky Design are an Italian company that have lifted the image of
karting worldwide. This can be seen most evidently in the Italian Karting scene. They create
professional identities for the go kart brands with their design stickers and logos… They are
truly innovators for the sport."
As well as kart branding Lucky Design are also innovators of helmet design too, including
supplying new ARAI helmets (the NEW ARAI SK-5 Helmet is also available from Lucky Design
with your chosen design), and have the experience and history to suit any taste or application.
These include design and colour with an easy step-by-step process of working out exactly what
the customer wants with their helmet. This professionalism comes from years of experience on
the Italian karting scene as well as the rest of the world.

Another winning product Remo Racing imports is KG Products. For over twenty years KG have
been the market leader in the production of steering wheels, bodywork and accessorises for
karts. As an example of how well their products work two years ago the top bodywork
manufacturers for karts all put their products into a top windtunnel in the UK. While it was no
surprise, it was KG who came out on top. Theirs was the fastest bodywork aerodynamically,
which is all so important for slipping through the air with as little fuss as possible on track.
KG directly manage the entire production process (design and planning, model creation and
production) and the warehouses. They are therefore able to monitor each phase of product
development and, at the same time, carry out standard and personalised production.
Furthermore, KG make use of the most advanced technology but also consider the experience
and abilities of their personnel as an indispensable factor of the production process.
KG exclusively use top quality materials and carefully control supplies right down to the last
detail. Each product is checked individually by specialised technicians. KG Products now supply
60-70% of world karting.

Importers of the worlds No.1 engine manufactures IAME. Remo Racing is proud of the
Australian National Leopard Challenge, praising the Parilla Leopard as one of the most
user-friendly kart engines ever produced, with long engine life between rebuilds, easy key start
ignition, tuneable Tillotson carburettor and an alternator to keep the battery charged while the
engine is in use. The complete engine kit is 'ready to race' including engine, radiator, battery,
airbox, and all connections and hardware - simply bolt it on and go racing! Add to that a
complete parts and service backup system (including 20 oversize pistons available). Available
from ALL reputable kart shops Australia wide.
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As Remo himself says, "Whether for race or recreation, the IAME Parilla Leopard is an
unbeatable winning formula."

Remo Racing's boss Remo Luciani formed a friendship with Toyota Formula One driver Jarno
Trulli. As it turned out Remo's family are from the same town in Italy and their families even
knew each other! This bond continues today with Jarno's F1 team deciding that Remo's
Leopard Series was something they were going to put their weight behind, creating the
TOYOTA IAME Leopard Series for many years. This is something Jarno had a hand in, as he
had been a cadet karter in Europe before moving on to single seaters. He, and Toyota,
recognised the value of endorsing racing safety while at the same time working with people with
years of experience and proven results.

And as if all the above was not enough Remo Racing also import the tyres that are supplied for
racing for Clubman Light and Heavy classes, including Leopard classes and Formula 100. Of
the MG tyres Remo says, "They have been a success, we are supplying many competitors in
the Clubman Light and Heavy and this is because they are very user friendly and no trouble."
MG Tyres are one of the main karting tyre manufacturers in the world. For more than 15 years,
the company has been investing in research and development of new products for both
competition and leisure markets. During this period, MG Tyres achieved a great number of
victories, offering one of the most complete product lines of tyres for the karting industry.
MG Tyres is an important player in the international karting market. Besides its leading position
in Brazil and Latin America, nowadays MG's tyres are being used in the USA, Australia,
Canada, Europe and all around the world. From road courses to dirt to sprint tracks, MG Tyres
are a winning presence in almost every form of kart racing.

Remo Racing are also importers for OTK parts. OTK is a trademark which identifies the kart
components produced by Tonykart, the same company that manufacture the KOSMIC brand
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chassis. A complete line of original parts have been developed and tested on the race track and
are guaranteed by their high quality and experience.
The OTK line, characterised by its unmistakable attention to detail and suitable for any type and
kart trademark, OTK provides a wide range, from the axle group to the brake system, from
bodyworks to magnesium accessories, leading on to super light and resistant carbon fiber parts.
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